Service Information Sheet

Service solution overview
digdat® Connect helps you identify organisations that may have underground assets in a specific location.
It is a free, 24/7, quick and easy to use look-up service available to both businesses and the public
nationwide.
Helpful for anyone seeking to undertake excavation and construction work, it is invaluable to anybody
who needs to identify utilities and infrastructure companies that may have underground assets, such
as pipes or cabling.

digdat® Connect
delivers multiple benefits
❚❚ Y
 ou can search whilst you are on-site from a
smartphone or tablet because it is compatible
with all the latest mobile browsers
❚❚ It’s quick and easy to use – no registration required
❚❚ Y
 ou can use it as many times as needed, there’s no limit
on usage
❚❚ Y
 ou get instant results, great for when you are on site
and urgently need to contact a utility company or other
infrastructure-owning organisation
❚❚ H
 elps to avoid potentially costly asset strikes during
excavation and construction
❚❚ Y
 ou can print a map of a selected area together with a
list of the contacts associated with that area.

For further information please either call
Customer Services on 0800 085 8060
email info@digdat.co.uk
or visit www.digdat.co.uk
digdat is a leading provider of asset and location based information solutions.

powered by
digdat® Connect A4 Card v4
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digdat® Connect - key features
❚❚ Identifies local authorities, utility and infrastructure owners in
any area of Great Britain
❚❚ D
 elivers multiple contact information where one or more
network operators have networks in close proximity or overlap
operationally
❚❚ F lexible search options – road name, locality, postcode, city/
town, county, latitude and longtitude, easting and northing
❚❚ Works on all hardware and browser types
❚❚ P
 rovides information for all eleven categories of utility and
infrastructure organisation types including:
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Clean water
Wastewater
Telecommunications
Electricity distribution
Electricity transmission

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Electricity independent distribution network operator
Gas
Independent gas transporter
County Council
District Council
Greater London Authority.

Why use digdat® Connect?
Use digdat® Connect when you are looking to identify if any utility and/or infrastructure companies may have
underground assets in the location you are planning to excavate.
It will give you instant results, listing the organisations which may have assets in your search location, as well
as providing you with their contact details so you can contact them to confirm the presence of such assets.
You will be able to quickly identify the organisations you need to contact, which will help you to avoid striking
underground assets that could result in harm or costly bills for damages.
Compatible with all the latest browsers and operating systems, you can use it pretty much anywhere, wherever
you have an internet connection which means you could be standing in a field and you will be able to find out
what you need.

For further information please either call
Customer Services on 0800 085 8060
email info@digdat.co.uk
or visit www.digdat.co.uk
digdat is a leading provider of asset and location based information solutions.

powered by
digdat® Connect A4 Card v4

